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ENGLISH 19TH CENTURY CONSOLE TABLE WITH CARVED GREEK KEY AND
WHITE MARBLE TOP

$18,750
An English console table from the 19th century with white veined marble top, distressed off-white painted finish and carved
Greek Key on the apron. This 19th-century English console table beautifully marries classic design with an air of distressed

elegance. Its white veined marble top sits gracefully above a body finished in a distressed off-white paint, enhancing the piece's
historic charm and character. The apron is a work of art in itself, richly carved with a timeless Greek Key motif, further

embellished with an egg-and-dart frieze directly below the marble top. This decorative richness adds layers of visual depth and
sophistication. The table stands on stately tapered legs, each adorned with exquisitely carved campanula motifs, a testament to

the fine craftsmanship typical of the period. The combination of these elements results in a piece that is both striking and
refined. This console table can serve as a splendid focal point in a foyer, offering a warm welcome to guests with its elegant
silhouette and rich detailing. Alternatively, it could be placed in a dining room or living area, where it might host a curated

selection of decorative items, a lamp, or a collection of art books. Its distressed finish and classical elements ensure it blends
seamlessly with both traditional and contemporary interiors, adding a touch of historical elegance and sophistication to any

space. Perfect for those seeking to infuse their home with the timeless beauty of English furniture, this console table stands as a
bridge between the past and present.

Height: 35.75 in (90.81 cm)

Width: 89.5 in (227.33 cm)

Depth: 22.25 in (56.52 cm)

SKU: A 5070
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